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Minimally invasive cone beam CT-guided evacuation of parenchymal and ventricular hemorrhage using the Apollo system: proof of concept in a cadaver model
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ABSTRACT

Introduction The Apollo system (Penumbra Inc, Alameda, California, USA) is a low profile irrigation–aspiration system designed for the evacuation of intracranial hemorrhage.

Objective To demonstrate the feasibility of using Apollo in combination with cone beam CT guidance.

Methods Parenchymal (n=1) and mixed parenchymal–intraventricular hematomas (n=1) were created in cadaver heads using a transvascular (n=1) or transcranial (n=1) approach. Hematomas were then imaged with cone beam CT (CB-CT), and the long axis of the hematoma defined. The CB-CT data were then used to guide transcranial access to the hematoma—defining the location of the burr hole and the path to the leading edge of the hematoma. An 8F vascular sheath was then placed under live fluoroscopic guidance into the hematoma. A second CB-CT was performed to confirm localization of the sheath. The hematoma was then demarcated on the CB-CT and the Apollo wand was introduced through the 8F sheath and irrigation–aspiration was performed under (periodic) live fluoroscopic guidance. The operators manipulated the wand within the visible boundaries of the hematoma. After irrigation–aspiration, a control CB-CT was performed to document reduction in hematoma volume.

Results Transvascular and transcranial techniques were both successful in creating intracranial hematomas. Hematomas could be deformed with conspicuity sufficient for localization and volumetric measurement using CB-CT. Live fluoroscopic guidance was effective in navigating a sheath into the leading aspect of a parenchymal hematoma and guiding irrigation–aspiration with the Apollo system. Irrigation–aspiration reduced the parenchymal hemorrhage volume from 14.8 to 1.7 cc in 189 s in the first case (parenchymal hemorrhage) and from 26.4 to 4.1 cc in 300 s in the second case (parenchymal and intraventricular hemorrhage).

Conclusions The cadaver model described is a useful means of studying interventional techniques for intracranial hemorrhage. It seems feasible to use CB-CT to guide the evacuation of intraparenchymal and intraventricular hemorrhage using the Apollo system through a minimally invasive transcranial access.

INTRODUCTION

The Apollo is a new endoscopically guided irrigation–aspiration system recently cleared by the US Food and Drug Administration for the evacuation of intraventricular hemorrhage (figure 1).

Cone beam CT (CB-CT; DynaCT, Siemens Healthcare, Forchheim, Germany) has been shown to have adequate contrast resolution to differentiate intracranial hemorrhage from brain parenchyma and cerebrospinal fluid, and sufficient contrast and spatial resolution to allow the measurement of intracranial hemorrhage.1–3 CB-CT has also been shown to be a useful tool to guide transcranial vascular access.4–5

The application of CB-CT to guide hematoma evacuation potentially provides the significant advantage of a much smaller cranial access (8F vs 14–22F) than if the procedure was performed under endoscopic guidance as well as the opportunity for the seamless, periodic, real-time, intraprocedural evaluation of hematoma volume and morphology.

We present the first assessment of the feasibility of CB-CT-guided hematoma evacuation using the Apollo system in a cadaver model.

METHODS

Cadaver models

Two cadaver heads were used in this experiment. Both were immobilized in a radiolucent head holder on the angiography table (DORO, PMI, Freiburg, Germany). All imaging was performed with an Artis Zeego (Siemens Healthcare, Forchheim, Germany) angiographic system.

Transvascular hematoma creation

In the first cadaver, a standard 6F vascular sheath (figure 2A) was inserted into the internal carotid artery and sutured into position. An aspiration catheter (SMAX Penumbra Inc, Alameda, California, USA) was then manipulated to the level of the carotid terminus under fluoroscopic roadmap control. A microcatheter (027 High Flo Renegade, Boston Scientific, Fremont, California, USA) was then introduced and manipulated to the distal tip of the aspiration catheter. The back end of a standard 0.014" microwire was then loaded into the microcatheter and used to perforate the carotid terminus. The microcatheter and then the aspiration catheter were advanced over the microwire into the basal ganglia (figure 2B). Cone beam CT was then performed to localize the tip of the aspiration catheter within the brain parenchyma.
was manipulated into a ‘down-the-barrel’ configuration, the target trajectory extending orthogonal to the center of the imaging plane. The site for the burr hole drilling was demarcated physically using the system’s laser crosshair and simultaneously displayed as an overlay on live fluoroscopy (see figure 2G, online supplementary movie 1). A standard 8F vascular sheath was cut to match the length of the distance between the scalp surface and the leading edge of the hematoma and then manipulated under live fluoroscopic guidance along the path defined by CB-CT (see online supplementary movie 1). Once in position, repeat CB-CT was performed to confirm the location of the sheath and its orientation with respect to the configuration of the hemorrhage (figure 2H).

The CB-CT data were then post-processed into three multiplanar reformations. The boundaries of the hematomas were manually demarcated and used to define a three-dimensional target for live fluoroscopic guidance (iGuide, Siemens Healthcare, Forchheim, Germany) of the Apollo system. The irrigation–aspiration wand was then introduced into the sheath under live fluoroscopic guidance. After confirmation that the tip of the wand was within the targeted volume from several different robotic C-arm positions, the irrigation–aspiration system was activated. Hematoma material could be visualized within the aspiration tubing as it was evacuated from the cavity. The stability of the position of the probe was occasionally checked with fluoroscopy. When the aspiration tubing contained only clear aspirate, the position of the wand was manipulated through the sheath into a different location within the demarcated hematoma cavity under live fluoroscopic guidance and aspiration was repeated. After aspiration, CB-CT was performed to assess the size and configuration of the remaining hematoma (figures 2I, J and 3B, C).

Measurements
Hematoma volumes were measured and manually demarcated on consecutive axial multiplanar re-formations with 1 mm slice thickness. In addition, a second volume calculation was performed using the maximal orthogonal dimensions of the (ellipsoid) hematomas ($V = \frac{4}{3} \pi \cdot a \cdot b \cdot c$).

RESULTS
Cadaver models
Intracranial hemorrhages could be successfully created using either a transvascular or transcranial approach. The transvascular approach through the carotid terminus created a prototypical ‘hypertensive-type’ hemorrhage within the deep gray matter nucleus (figure 2D). The transvascular injection of hematoma material into the brain parenchyma through the aspiration catheter was met with some resistance and hematoma material was mixed with additional saline to facilitate injection. Injection via the transcranial approach through an 18F access was considerably easier, but created a periventricular parenchymal hemorrhage, which decompressed into the ventricular system (figure 3A, B).

Cone beam CT
The injected blood products created a hematoma, with a density that could be easily differentiated from that of the adjacent brain parenchyma (figures 2D and 3A, B). This allowed measurement of the volume of the hemorrhage and demarcation of the hemorrhage for CB-CT-guided evacuation.

CB-CT-guided Apollo procedure
CB-CT facilitated the accurate placement of the 8F guiding sheath into the hematoma with the tip positioned in the superficial aspect of the hematoma and the sheath oriented parallel to...
the long axis of the hematoma in both cases (figure 2H).

CB-CT enabled real-time fluoroscopic-guided evacuation of the hemorrhages using the Apollo system (figure 2I, J, 3B, C). Ultimately the hematoma volumes (manually demarcated areas on consecutive axial multiplanar reconstruction images) were reduced from 14.8 to 1.7 cc (88.5%) with 189 s of

Figure 2 Transvascular hematoma creation and CB-CT-guided hematoma evacuation with the Apollo system. A standard 6F sheath was inserted directly into the left internal carotid artery (A) and sutured into position. Next, a 5MAX catheter with an internal Hi Flo Renegade microcatheter was positioned at the left carotid terminus. After perforation of the carotid terminus with a microwire, the 5MAX catheter was manipulated over the Renegade microcatheter and microwire into the brain parenchyma (B). A sagittal reformation of cone beam CT data performed to document the position of the catheter tip (C), demonstrated its placement within the ipsilateral basal ganglia. After infusion of blood products through the 5MAX catheter and removal of the catheter, CB-CT confirmed the successful creation of a parenchymal hematoma (D). Using points demarcated on CB-CT and registered using the iGuide software (E and F), an 8F sheath was manipulated under live fluoroscopic guidance into the superficial aspect of the hematoma along its long axis. CB-CT was repeated to document the location of the sheath, demonstrating its position within the leading edge of the hematoma, in line with the long axis of the clot (H). These CB-CT data were then registered using the iGuide software, and the Apollo wand was introduced through the sheath freehand and activated to achieve clot evacuation under fluoroscopic guidance (see online supplementary movie 2). After clot evacuation, repeat CB-CT showed a marked reduction in the volume of hematoma with resolution of the local mass effect (I, J).

Figure 3 Transcranial hematoma creation and CB-CT-guided hematoma evacuation with the Apollo system. Sagittal re-formation of cone beam CT data confirms placement of an 18F sheath extending into the right periventricular white matter via a right coronal burr hole with successful creation of a right parenchymal hematoma which has ruptured into the adjacent right lateral ventricle (A). Axial re-formation of CB-CT data before (B) and after (C) the evacuation of hemorrhage with the Apollo system shows a marked reduction in parenchymal and intraventricular blood products. The parenchymal hemorrhage cavity has now collapsed and the ventricular system has been decompressed and now contains air rather than blood.
Hemorrhagic stroke

irrigation–aspiration in the first case (parenchymal hemorrhage) and from 26.4 to 4.1 cc (84.2%) in 300 s in the second case (parenchymal and intraventricular hemorrhage). The total volumes of aspirated material (saline and blood products) measured in the collection canisters were 110 and 190 cc for cases 1 and 2. When the maximal dimensions of the hematoma were used to calculate hemorrhage volumes, the first hemorrhage measured 14.2 cc and was reduced to a volume of 1.6 cc and the second measured 25.2 and was reduced to a volume of 5.3 cc. Manual demarcation of the hematoma volume remaining after evacuation was more precise than the typical long-axis volumetric calculations, given the more dispersed configuration of the residual blood products.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Intracranial hemorrhage (ICH) is a devastating disease, substantially more common than subarachnoid hemorrhage, accounting for between 10% and 15% of all strokes.1 Up to half of patients with ICH do not survive their initial hospitalization and an additional one-third require long-term care after discharge.8 No medical or open surgical interventions improve outcomes.3–12

Many reasons have been proposed to explain the failure of open surgical treatments to improve outcomes in patients with ICH. One of the more common explanations is that regional trauma caused to uninjured brain by the open surgical resection offsets any benefit offered by the surgical evacuation.9 More recently the Minimally Invasive Surgery and tPA in ICH evacuation (MISTIE II) trial provided evidence that minimally invasive hematoma evacuation could reduce peri-hematoma edema, improve patient outcomes, reduce length of hospital stay, and reduce mortality.11–14 Moreover, the investigators observed that greater procedural reductions in clot volume correlated with better patient outcomes. Minimally invasive hematoma decompression is theorized to be effective by reducing the direct toxic effect of blood products on the surrounding brain parenchyma and by alleviating local mass effect, which can create regional ischemia in the surrounding parenchyma.13–16

The MISTIE procedure involves manual syringe aspiration of a hematoma with a 14F cannula, followed by placement of a smaller bore drainage catheter, which can be irrigated with tissue plasminogen activator to maintain its patency.13 The Apollo system potentially enables more thorough initial clot evacuation through a much lower profile system (<8F). The patency of the system is maintained by an internal agitator wire within the aspiration wand, which vibrates and macerates hematoma, preventing the apparatus from becoming clogged with blood products despite its low profile. For this reason, if the wand can be introduced into a hematoma cavity through a guiding sheath, it is possible that the goal reduction in hematoma volume (80–90%) can be achieved efficiently with the initial interventional procedure, particularly if the status of the hematoma removal can be monitored.

As cone beam CT systems have evolved, integrated point-to-point and volume-based live fluoroscopic navigation software packages have been developed. These software packages allow the real-time superimposition of data derived from CB-CT imaging onto a live, two-dimensional, fluoroscopic image. This enables a myriad of imaging-guided interventional procedures within the angiography suite (eg, percutaneous spine interventions, complex peripheral vascular interventions).17–20

Recently, use of the CB-CT-guided technique has been reported for the placement of external ventricular drains within the angiography suite.8

Hematoma evacuation under CB-CT guidance has several potential advantages. First, the procedure can be performed through a small transcranial access (8F), minimizing trauma to the brain and potentially maximizing the beneficial effect of the procedure. Second, performing the procedure on an angiographic unit with CB-CT capability, allows immediate CT assessment of the status of the hematoma and brain without having to transfer the patient. CT can indicate the need for further evacuation, direct the operator to a different component of the hematoma, and promptly identify any complications of the procedure. CT is the standard imaging modality used to assess intracerebral hemorrhage as it allows visualization of the entire extent of the hemorrhage as well as the surrounding brain with excellent contrast resolution. Thus, CB-CT is possibly to be a more accurate predictor of remaining hemorrhage volume than direct visualization with an endoscope—which may provide a limited visualization of some components of a parenchymal hemorrhage. For these reasons, by allowing the operator to periodically assess the status of the hemorrhage evacuation, the CB-CT-guided technique has the potential to facilitate a more complete initial hematoma evacuation. At the same time, there are some potential disadvantages of a sole CB-CT guided approach. First, it is impossible to visualize what is happening at the tip of the Apollo wand if no blood products are aspirating from the hematoma. Second, in the event of re-bleeding, there is limited opportunity to achieve hemostasis with targeted irrigation or cautery as there potentially is with endoscopy. Ultimately some combination of the two approaches—CB-CT with endoscopy may prove to be the optimal approach to this procedure. However, this remains to be determined.

The present cadaver head intracranial hemorrhage model provides a straightforward means of creating intracranial hematomas. The transvascular approach created a basal ganglia hemorrhage, resembling a typical hypertensive hemorrhage. The transcranial approach created a periventricular hemorrhage, which ruptured into the lateral ventricle. The cadaver model is optimal for the evaluation of devices, as the sizes of the cranial compartment and brain in subhuman species are much smaller and considerably more difficult to work with.

Using this model, it was feasible to use the Apollo system to evacuate hemorrhages under CB-CT guidance alone. CB-CT facilitated the placement of a vascular sheath into the leading edge of the experimental hematoma. Live fluoroscopic guidance was sufficient to direct the free-hand insertion of the Apollo probe into the hematoma cavity and guide its manipulation within the hematoma cavity. Post-Apollo CB-CT demonstrated the remaining hematoma with excellent conspicuity. The Apollo system allowed the efficient removal of the majority (>80%) of the hematoma volume within a very short period to time (3–5 min).

In summary, the cadaver model of intracranial hemorrhage described is useful for the evaluation of devices designed for the minimally invasive evacuation of parenchymal and/or intraventricular hemorrhages. It is feasible to use CB-CT to guide the transcranial placement of sheaths and devices designed for minimally invasive hematoma evacuation. The Apollo system allowed the efficient and almost total evacuation of a parenchymal and mixed parenchymal–intraventricular hemorrhage through a minimally invasive access in these cadaver models.
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